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The Dome venues can be supplemented with various items including flooring, air-conditioning, carpeting, doors, 
lighting, sound, staging and audio visual. In2Structures offers a turnkey solution to the industry when it comes to 
hosting your event in one of our unique venues.

With years of experience and in partnership with premier technical supplier, Gearhouse South Africa, we would be 
pleased to assist you in planning your event in a Dome Structure.

Air conditioning
Various air conditioning systems can be supplied for temporary and permanent installations.The most effective way 
of treating the air in the structure is by using smaller floor-standing HVAC units distributed throughout the structure 
to keep the temperature in the structure constant. As an option, heat extractors can be added to remove heat 
caused by technical equipment in the upper level of the structure.

Doors
Folding glass doors have been designed to complement the look and feel of the Dome structures and are available 
for permanent installations or one-off events. For your main entrances, we offer automated doors. 

A bulkhead is added above each door to carry “Emergency Exit” signage and porticos.
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Flooring
Flooring systems are essential, especially when building on grass and uneven surfaces. A range of options are 
available including internal decking, Layher decking, standard podiums or plastic clip flooring on (level) grass.

We recommend that the structure is built directly onto the ground or site. In this case internal flooring is the 
ideal option as it diverts runoff water from the structure away from the deck.
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